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INTRODUCTION
Accurate neutrino-nucleus scattering calculations critical for the success of the experimental program
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INTRODUCTION
If observed, 0!"" would show that lepton number is not conserved and that the neutrino mass has a 
Majorana component;

• Provide crucial information about neutrino mass generation;

• Suggest that the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe originated in leptogenesis;
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INTRODUCTION
The nuclear matrix elements is needed to extract the effective light-neutrino Majorana mass  
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An accurate understanding of nuclear dynamics is critical for multi-messenger astronomy
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INTRODUCTION

A. Sabatucci, O. Benhar PRC 101, 045807 



THE NUCLEAR MANY-BODY PROBLEM
In the low-energy regime, quark and gluons are confined within hadrons and the relevant degrees 
of freedoms are protons, neutrons, and pions

Effective field theories are the link between QCD and nuclear observables.
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Chiral EFT exploits the broken chiral symmetry of QCD to construct potentials and consistent currents
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THE NUCLEAR MANY-BODY PROBLEM
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Non relativistic many body theory aims at solving the many-body Schrödinger equation

• Nucleons are fermions, so the wave function must be anti-symmetric

• Nuclear potentials are non-perturbative and spin-isospin dependent
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THE NUCLEAR MANY-BODY PROBLEM
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QUANTUM MONTE CARLO
The Green’s function Monte Carlo uses imaginary-time projection techniques to extract the ground-state 
of the system from the trial wave function 
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final state
��Y f

↵
with momentum Pµ

f = (E f ,P f ), and momentum conservation implies qµ =

pµ
e � pe

0µ = Pµ
f �Pµ

i . Furthermore, the interaction proceeds through the exchange of a space-
like virtual photon, for which q2

µ = w2 �q2 < 0†. In electron-induced reactions w and q can
vary independently (provided that |q| > w), as opposed to reactions induced by real photons
where |q|= w . In elastic reactions w = 0 (neglecting the recoil of the nucleus), which implies
|Yii =

��Y f
↵
. Reactions in which w 6= 0 are instead called inelastic. To different values of

w = E f �Ei, correspond different excitation energies of the nucleus. As w increases to a
few MeV, low-lying (discrete) nuclear excited states can be accessed. For energies transferred
of the order of ⇠ 10� 30 MeV, giant resonance modes in the continuum spectrum of the
nucleus are excited, while for values of wq.e. ⇠ q2/(2m) quasi-elastic effects dominate, in
which the reaction is in first approximation well described as if electrons were scattered off
single nucleons. Beyond the quasi-elastic energy region, meson production can be observed.
A schematic representation of the double differential cross section for electron scattering at a
fixed value of momentum transfer q is provided in Figure 7.

Because in inelastic electron scattering w and q can vary independently, for each value
of excitation energy w , one can study the matrix elements’ behavior as a function of the
momentum transfer. In particular, by varying q one changes the spatial resolution of the
electron probe, which is µ 1/|q|. At low values of momentum transfer, electron scattering
reactions probe long ranged dynamics, while at higher values of momentum transfer shorter
distance phenomena are tested, where dynamics from heavier mesons and baryons become
relevant.

Figure 7. (Color online) Schematic representation of the double differential cross section at
fixed value of momentum transfer.

Cross sections for elastic scattering and scattering to discrete excited states, for which
the transferred energy w is fixed, are expressed in terms of longitudinal (or charge) and
transverse (or magnetic) form factors, which are functions of the momentum transferred
q = |q|, and provide information on the e.m. charge and current spatial distributions inside
the nucleus. The double differential cross section for inclusive processes, in which only
the scattered electron is detected, is expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse

† The four-vector squared qµ qµ is here denoted with q2
µ .

NEUTRINO-NUCLEUS SCATTERING
The inclusive cross section is characterized by a variety of reaction mechanisms 

The response functions contain all nuclear-dynamics information 

R↵�(!,q) =
X

f

h 0|J†
↵(q)| f ih f |J�(q)| 0i�(! � Ef + E0)

Courtesy of S. Pastore
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EUCLIDEAN RESPONSES
Our GFMC calculations rely on the Laplace kernel

At finite imaginary time the contributions from 
large energy transfer are quickly suppressed

E↵�(⌧,q) ⌘
Z

d!e�!⌧R↵�(!,q)

y
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yXyk
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R )
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RxxUÊ, [V
· 4 yXyyR J2o≠R
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· 4 yXy8 J2o≠R

Quantum Monte Carlo

Zero Temperature

 0 = exp [�H⌧ ]  T

H =
X

i

p
2
i

2m
+

X

i<j

V0 �(rij)

Diffusion Branching
In nuclear physics, we have a
set of amplitudes for each spin 
and isospin

Brownian motion

 =
X

�(�)

X

�(⌧)

a(�(�),�(⌧)) |��i |�⌧ i

E↵�(⌧,q) = h 0|J†
↵
(q)e�(H�E0)⌧J�(q)| 0i

X

f

| f ih f |
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The system is first heated up by the transition 
operator. Its cooling determines the Euclidean 
response of the system



EUCLIDEAN RESPONSES
The integral transform of the response function is defined as

13
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Using the completeness of the final states, it is expressed as a ground-state expectation value

E↵�(�,q) = h 0|J†
↵(q)K(�, H � E0)J�(q)| 0i

K



Inverting the Euclidean response is an ill posed problem: any set of observations is limited and 
noisy and the situation is even worse since the kernel is a smoothing operator.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromag-
netic transverse response functions. Since pion production
mechanisms are not included, the present theory underesti-
mates the (transverse) strength in the � peak region, see in
particular the q=570 MeV/c case.

of R↵(q,!)—so called Euclidean response [11]—which we
define as

E↵(q, ⌧) =

Z 1

!
+
el

d! e�!⌧
R↵(q,!)

[Gp

E
(q,!)]2

, (2)

where Gp

E
(q,!) is the (free) proton electric form factor

and the integration excludes the contribution due to elas-
tic scattering (!el is the energy of the recoiling ground
state). We elaborate this issue further below; for now
it su�ces to note that, in the specific case of 12C, the
ground state has quantum numbers J⇡ =0+ and there-
fore the elastic contribution vanishes in the transverse
channel. With the definition given in Eq. (2), the Eu-
clidean response function above can be thought of as be-
ing due to point-like, but strongly interacting, nucleons,
and can simply be expressed as

E↵(q, ⌧)=h0|O†
↵
(q)e�(H�E0)⌧O↵(q)|0i� |F↵(q)|2e�⌧!el ,

(3)
where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian (here, the AV18/IL7
model), F↵(q) = h0|O↵(q)|0i is the elastic form fac-
tor, and in the electromagnetic operators O↵(q) the de-

pendence on the energy transfer ! has been removed
by dividing the current j↵(q,!) by Gp

E
(q,!) [15]. The

calculation of this matrix element is then carried out
with GFMC methods [11] similar to those used in pro-
jecting out the exact ground state of H from a trial
state [28]. It proceeds in two steps. First, an un-
constrained imaginary-time propagation of the state |0i
is performed and saved. Next, the states O↵(q)|0i
are evolved in imaginary time following the path pre-
viously saved. During this latter imaginary-time evolu-
tion, scalar products of exp [�(H�E0) ⌧i]O↵(q)|0i with
O↵(q)|0i are evaluated on a grid of ⌧i values, and from
these scalar products estimates for E↵(q, ⌧i) are obtained
(a complete discussion of the methods is in Refs. [11, 29]).
Following Ref. [15] (see also extended material submit-

ted in support of that publication), we have exploited
maximum entropy techniques [13, 14] to perform the an-
alytic continuation of the Euclidean response function—
corresponding to the inversion of the Laplace transform
of Eq. (2). However, we have improved on the inver-
sion procedure described in [15] in order to better prop-
agate the statistical errors associated with E↵(q, ⌧) into
R↵(q,!). Specifically, the smallest possible value for pa-
rameter ↵ (see Ref. [15]) has been chosen to perform a
first inversion of the Laplace transform, which is then in-
dependent on the prior. The resulting response function
R(0) is the one whose Laplace transform E(0) is the clos-
est to the original average GFMC Euclidean response.
Then, N = 100 Euclidean response functions are sam-
pled from a multivariate gaussian distribution, with mean
value E(0) and covariance estimated from the original set
of GFMC Euclidean responses. The corresponding re-
sponse functions, obtained using the so called “historic
maximum entropy” technique, are used to estimate the
mean value and the variance of the final inverted response
function.

q (MeV/c) 2+ 0+ 4+

300 0.1286 0.0311 0.0060
380 0.0745 0.0051 0.0075
570 0.0064 0.0046 0.0037

TABLE I. Measured longitudinal transition form factors, de-
fined as hf |OL(q)|0i/Z, to the f =2+, 0+ (Hoyle), and 4+
states in 12C. Experimental data are from Refs. [30–32], and
have been divided by the proton electric form factorGp

E(q,!f )
with !f = Ef � E0.

We now proceed to address the issue alluded to earlier.
The low-lying spectrum of 12C consists of J⇡ =2+, 0+

(Hoyle), and 4+ states with excitation energies E?

f
� E0

experimentally known to be, respectively, 4.44, 7.65, and
14.08 in MeV units [33]. The contributions of these states
to the quasi-elastic longitudinal and transverse response
functions extracted from inclusive (e, e0) cross section
measurements are not included. Therefore, before com-

2

to self-consistently account for nucleon and nuclear struc-
ture [24, 25], leads to a reduction of the proton elec-
tric form factor, and, as a consequence, to a significant
quenching of the longitudinal response function of nu-
clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
transverse response or the momentum-transfer depen-
dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
also be noted that medium modifications are not an in-
evitable consequence of the quark substructure of the nu-
cleon. For example, a study of the two-nucleon problem
in a flux-tube model of six quarks interacting via single
gluon and pion exchanges [26] indicates that the nucle-
ons retain their individual identities down to very short
separations, with little distortion of their substructures.

Figures 1–2, showing a comparison between the exper-
imental and theoretical RL(q,!) and RT (q,!) for mo-
mentum transfer values in the range 300–570 MeV/c,
immediately lead to the main conclusions of the present
work: (i) the dynamical approach outlined above (with
free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in excellent
agreement with experiment in both the longitudinal and
transverse channels; (ii) as illustrated by the di↵erence
between the plane-wave-impulse-approximation (PWIA)
and GFMC one-body-current predictions (curves labeled
PWIA and GFMC-O1b), correlations and interaction ef-
fects in the final states redistribute strength from the
quasi-elastic peak to the threshold and high-energy trans-
fer regions; and (iii) while the contributions from two-
body charge operators tend to slightly reduce RL(q,!)
in the threshold region, those from two-body currents
generate a large excess of strength in RT (q,!) over
the whole !-spectrum (curves labeled GFMC-O1b and
GFMC-O1b+2b), thus o↵setting the quenching noted in
(ii) in the quasi-elastic peak.

As a result of the present study, a consistent picture
of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced
by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
only di↵er in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.

sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
X

f

hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E0) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E0 and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform

 Two-body currents generate additional strength in over the whole quasi-elastic region

 Correlations redistribute strength from the quasi-elastic peak to high-energy transfer regions 
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to self-consistently account for nucleon and nuclear struc-
ture [24, 25], leads to a reduction of the proton elec-
tric form factor, and, as a consequence, to a significant
quenching of the longitudinal response function of nu-
clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
transverse response or the momentum-transfer depen-
dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
also be noted that medium modifications are not an in-
evitable consequence of the quark substructure of the nu-
cleon. For example, a study of the two-nucleon problem
in a flux-tube model of six quarks interacting via single
gluon and pion exchanges [26] indicates that the nucle-
ons retain their individual identities down to very short
separations, with little distortion of their substructures.

Figures 1–2, showing a comparison between the exper-
imental and theoretical RL(q,!) and RT (q,!) for mo-
mentum transfer values in the range 300–570 MeV/c,
immediately lead to the main conclusions of the present
work: (i) the dynamical approach outlined above (with
free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in excellent
agreement with experiment in both the longitudinal and
transverse channels; (ii) as illustrated by the di↵erence
between the plane-wave-impulse-approximation (PWIA)
and GFMC one-body-current predictions (curves labeled
PWIA and GFMC-O1b), correlations and interaction ef-
fects in the final states redistribute strength from the
quasi-elastic peak to the threshold and high-energy trans-
fer regions; and (iii) while the contributions from two-
body charge operators tend to slightly reduce RL(q,!)
in the threshold region, those from two-body currents
generate a large excess of strength in RT (q,!) over
the whole !-spectrum (curves labeled GFMC-O1b and
GFMC-O1b+2b), thus o↵setting the quenching noted in
(ii) in the quasi-elastic peak.

As a result of the present study, a consistent picture
of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced
by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
only di↵er in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.

sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
X

f

hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E0) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E0 and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform

12C, q=570 MeV
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MINIBOONE CROSS SECTIONS
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
neutrino (and antineutrino) inclusive scattering on 12C in
the CCQE regime of the MiniBooNE and T2K data. Nu-
clear response functions have been calculated with QMC
methods and, therefore, within the description of nuclear
dynamics that we have adopted here, fully include the
e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
count for the important (constructive) interference be-
tween one- and two-body current contributions. This
interference leads to a significant increase in the cross-
section results obtained in impulse approximation, and
is important for bringing theory into much better agree-
ment with experiment.

The nucleon and nucleon-to-� electroweak form fac-
tors entering the currents have been taken from mod-
ern parameterizations of elastic electron scattering data
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
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clear response functions have been calculated with QMC
methods and, therefore, within the description of nuclear
dynamics that we have adopted here, fully include the
e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
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tween one- and two-body current contributions. This
interference leads to a significant increase in the cross-
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
neutrino (and antineutrino) inclusive scattering on 12C in
the CCQE regime of the MiniBooNE and T2K data. Nu-
clear response functions have been calculated with QMC
methods and, therefore, within the description of nuclear
dynamics that we have adopted here, fully include the
e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
count for the important (constructive) interference be-
tween one- and two-body current contributions. This
interference leads to a significant increase in the cross-
section results obtained in impulse approximation, and
is important for bringing theory into much better agree-
ment with experiment.

The nucleon and nucleon-to-� electroweak form fac-
tors entering the currents have been taken from mod-
ern parameterizations of elastic electron scattering data
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FIG. 6. T2K flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed as a
function of the muon momentum pµ for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties are
from Ref. [43].

view of the large errors and large normalization uncer-
tainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis.

Of course, many challenges lie ahead, to mention just
three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [66], could conceiv-
ably be incorporated in the present GFMC approach, it
is out of the question that such an approach could be uti-
lized to describe the �-resonance region of the cross sec-
tion or, even more remotely, extended to nuclei with mass
number much larger than 12, at least for the foreseeable
future. In fact, it maybe unnecessary, as more approxi-
mate methods exist to deal e↵ectively with some of these
challenges, including factorization approaches based on
one- and two-nucleon spectral functions [24, 67] or on
the short-time approximation of the nuclear many-body

propagator [63] for relativity and pion production, and
auxiliary-field-di↵usion Monte Carlo methods [68] to de-
scribe the ground states of medium-weight nuclei. We
are optimistic that the next few years will witness sub-
stantive progress in the further development and imple-
mentation of these approximate methods to address the
high-energy region of the nuclear electroweak response.
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FIG. 6. T2K flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed as a
function of the muon momentum pµ for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties are
from Ref. [43].

view of the large errors and large normalization uncer-
tainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis.

Of course, many challenges lie ahead, to mention just
three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [66], could conceiv-
ably be incorporated in the present GFMC approach, it
is out of the question that such an approach could be uti-
lized to describe the �-resonance region of the cross sec-
tion or, even more remotely, extended to nuclei with mass
number much larger than 12, at least for the foreseeable
future. In fact, it maybe unnecessary, as more approxi-
mate methods exist to deal e↵ectively with some of these
challenges, including factorization approaches based on
one- and two-nucleon spectral functions [24, 67] or on
the short-time approximation of the nuclear many-body

propagator [63] for relativity and pion production, and
auxiliary-field-di↵usion Monte Carlo methods [68] to de-
scribe the ground states of medium-weight nuclei. We
are optimistic that the next few years will witness sub-
stantive progress in the further development and imple-
mentation of these approximate methods to address the
high-energy region of the nuclear electroweak response.
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view of the large errors and large normalization uncer-
tainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis.

Of course, many challenges lie ahead, to mention just
three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [66], could conceiv-
ably be incorporated in the present GFMC approach, it
is out of the question that such an approach could be uti-
lized to describe the �-resonance region of the cross sec-
tion or, even more remotely, extended to nuclei with mass
number much larger than 12, at least for the foreseeable
future. In fact, it maybe unnecessary, as more approxi-
mate methods exist to deal e↵ectively with some of these
challenges, including factorization approaches based on
one- and two-nucleon spectral functions [24, 67] or on
the short-time approximation of the nuclear many-body

propagator [63] for relativity and pion production, and
auxiliary-field-di↵usion Monte Carlo methods [68] to de-
scribe the ground states of medium-weight nuclei. We
are optimistic that the next few years will witness sub-
stantive progress in the further development and imple-
mentation of these approximate methods to address the
high-energy region of the nuclear electroweak response.
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A precise knowledge of the nucleon's axial-current form factors is crucial for modeling 
neutrino-nucleus interactions;

AXIAL FORM FACTOR

Scarce (old) experimental data available 

Lattice-QCD calculations are essential

A. Meyer et al., arXiv:2201.01839 
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FIG. 7. The flux-folded GFMC cross sections for selected bins in cos ✓µ, obtained by replacing in the dipole parametrization
the cuto↵ ⇤A ⇡ 1 GeV with the value e⇤A ⇡ 1.15 GeV, more in line with a current LQCD determination [47]. The first two rows
correspond to the MiniBooNE flux-folded ⌫µ and ⌫µ CCQE cross sections, respectively; the last row corresponds to the T2K
⌫µ CCQE data. In the theoretical curves the total one- plus two-body current contribution to the cross section is displayed.

which are of course quite accurate. These calculations
suggest a larger value of ⇤A may be appropriate. We
investigate the implications of this finding by presenting
in Fig. 7 the flux-folded cross sections (for MiniBooNE
and selected bins in cos ✓µ), obtained by replacing in the
dipole parametrization the cuto↵ ⇤A ⇡ 1 GeV with the
value e⇤A ⇡ 1.15 GeV. As expected, this leads generally
to an increase of the GFMC predictions over the whole
kinematical range. Since the dominant terms in the cross
section proportional to the transverse and interference re-
sponse functions tend to cancel for ⌫µ, the magnitude of
the increase turns out to be more pronounced for ⌫µ than
for ⌫µ—as a matter of fact, the ⌫µ cross sections are re-
duced at backward angles (0.1  cos ✓µ  0.2). Overall,
it appears that the harder cuto↵ implied by the LQCD

calculation of GA(Q2) improves the accord of theory with
experiment, marginally for ⌫µ and more substantially for
⌫µ. In view of the large errors and large normalization un-
certainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis. Indeed more precise nucleon
form factors can be obtained through further lattice QCD
calculations or experiments on the nucleon and deuteron,
respectively.

Of course, many challenges remain ahead, to mention
just three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [81], could conceiv-

We have considered a value of the axial mass 
more in line with recent LQCD determinations 
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⇤̃A = 1.15GeV
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We employed z-expansion parameterizations of axial form factors, consistent with experimental or 
LQCD data

AXIAL FORM FACTOR, CAREFUL ANALYSIS

D. Simons, et al, arXiv:2210.02455
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FIG. 2. The nucleon axial form factor FA(Q
2) determined us-

ing fits to neutrino-deuteron scattering data using the model-
independent z expansion from Ref. [65] (D2 Meyer et al.)
are shown as a blue band in the top panel. LQCD results
are shown for comparison from Ref. [30] (LQCD Bali et al.,
green), Ref. [34] (LQCD Park et al., red) and Ref. [35] (LQCD
Djukanovic et al., purple). Bands show combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties in all cases, see the main text
for more details. A dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0
GeV and a 1.4% uncertainty [107] is also shown for compari-
son (black). The lower panel shows the absolute value of the
di↵erence between D2 Meyer et al. and LQCD Bali et al.
results divided by their uncertainties added in quadrature,
denoted �FA/�; very similar results are obtained using the
other LQCD results.

factor results determined from experimental neutrino-
deuteron scattering data in Ref. [65]. Fits were performed
using results with Q

2
 1 GeV2 in Refs. [30, 34, 65] and

with Q
2
 0.7 GeV2 in Ref. [35] with the parameteri-

zation provided by the z expansion used to extrapolate
form factor results to larger Q

2. Clear agreement be-
tween di↵erent LQCD calculations can be seen. However,
the LQCD axial form factor results are 2-3� larger than
the results of Ref. [65] for Q

2 & 0.3 GeV2. The e↵ects of
this form factor tension on neutrino-nucleus cross section
predictions is studied using nuclear many-body calcula-
tions with the GFMC and SF methods in Sec. IV below.
The LQCD results of Refs. [30, 34] lead to nearly in-
distinguishable cross-section results that will be denoted
“LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.” or “LQCD” below and
used for comparison with the deuterium bubble-chamber
analysis of Ref. [65], denoted “D2 Meyer et al.” or “D2”
below.

IV. FLUX-AVERAGED CROSS SECTION
RESULTS

To evaluate both the nuclear model and nucleon axial
form factor dependence of neutrino-nucleus cross-section
predictions and their agreement with data, the GFMC
and spectral function methods are used to predict flux-
averaged cross sections that can be compared with data
from the T2K and MiniBooNE experiments. The Mini-
BooNE data for this comparison is a double di↵eren-
tial CCQE measurement where the main CC1⇡+ back-
ground has been subtracted using a tuned model [13],
and the T2K data is a double di↵erential CC0⇡ measure-
ment [114]. Muon neutrino flux-averaged cross sections
were calculated from

d�

dTµd cos ✓µ

=

Z
dE⌫�(E⌫)

d�(E⌫)

dTµd cos ✓µ

, (43)

where �(E⌫) are the normalized ⌫µ fluxes from Mini-
BooNE and T2K. Details on the neutrino fluxes for
each experiment can be found in the references above.

d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

are the corresponding inclusive cross sections

computed using the GFMC and SF methods as described
in Sec. II.

The fractional contribution of the axial form factor
to the one-body piece of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged
cross section is determined by including only pure axial
and axial-vector interference terms in the cross section
and shown in Fig. 3. These pure axial and axial-vector
interference terms account for half or more of the to-
tal one-body cross section for most Tµ and cos ✓µ, which
emphasizes the need for an accurate determination of the
nucleon axial form factor.

Figures 4 and 5 show the GFMC and SF predictions for
MiniBooNE and T2K, respectively, including the break-
down into one-body and two-body contributions. For
these comparisons we use the D2 Meyer et al. z expan-
sion for FA. Two features of the calculations should be
noted before discussing the results of these comparisons.
First, the uncertainty bands in the SF come only from the
axial form factor, while the GFMC error bands include
axial form factor uncertainties as well as a combination
of GFMC statistical errors and uncertainties associated
with the maximum-entropy inversion. Secondly, the axial
form factor enters into the SF only in the one-body term,
in contrast to the GFMC prediction where it enters into
both the one-body and one and two-body interference
term.

Below in Table I we quantify the di↵erences between
GFMC and SF predictions for both MiniBooNE and
T2K. The percent di↵erence in the di↵erential cross sec-
tions at each model’s peak are shown. The GFMC predic-
tions are up to 20% larger in backwards angle regions for
MiniBooNE and 13% larger for T2K in the same back-
ward region. The agreement between GFMC and SF
predictions is better at more forward angles but a 5-10%
di↵erence persists.
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FIG. 2. The nucleon axial form factor FA(Q
2) determined us-

ing fits to neutrino-deuteron scattering data using the model-
independent z expansion from Ref. [65] (D2 Meyer et al.)
are shown as a blue band in the top panel. LQCD results
are shown for comparison from Ref. [30] (LQCD Bali et al.,
green), Ref. [34] (LQCD Park et al., red) and Ref. [35] (LQCD
Djukanovic et al., purple). Bands show combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties in all cases, see the main text
for more details. A dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0
GeV and a 1.4% uncertainty [107] is also shown for compari-
son (black). The lower panel shows the absolute value of the
di↵erence between D2 Meyer et al. and LQCD Bali et al.
results divided by their uncertainties added in quadrature,
denoted �FA/�; very similar results are obtained using the
other LQCD results.

factor results determined from experimental neutrino-
deuteron scattering data in Ref. [65]. Fits were performed
using results with Q
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 1 GeV2 in Refs. [30, 34, 65] and

with Q
2
 0.7 GeV2 in Ref. [35] with the parameteri-

zation provided by the z expansion used to extrapolate
form factor results to larger Q

2. Clear agreement be-
tween di↵erent LQCD calculations can be seen. However,
the LQCD axial form factor results are 2-3� larger than
the results of Ref. [65] for Q

2 & 0.3 GeV2. The e↵ects of
this form factor tension on neutrino-nucleus cross section
predictions is studied using nuclear many-body calcula-
tions with the GFMC and SF methods in Sec. IV below.
The LQCD results of Refs. [30, 34] lead to nearly in-
distinguishable cross-section results that will be denoted
“LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.” or “LQCD” below and
used for comparison with the deuterium bubble-chamber
analysis of Ref. [65], denoted “D2 Meyer et al.” or “D2”
below.

IV. FLUX-AVERAGED CROSS SECTION
RESULTS

To evaluate both the nuclear model and nucleon axial
form factor dependence of neutrino-nucleus cross-section
predictions and their agreement with data, the GFMC
and spectral function methods are used to predict flux-
averaged cross sections that can be compared with data
from the T2K and MiniBooNE experiments. The Mini-
BooNE data for this comparison is a double di↵eren-
tial CCQE measurement where the main CC1⇡+ back-
ground has been subtracted using a tuned model [13],
and the T2K data is a double di↵erential CC0⇡ measure-
ment [114]. Muon neutrino flux-averaged cross sections
were calculated from

d�

dTµd cos ✓µ

=

Z
dE⌫�(E⌫)

d�(E⌫)

dTµd cos ✓µ

, (43)

where �(E⌫) are the normalized ⌫µ fluxes from Mini-
BooNE and T2K. Details on the neutrino fluxes for
each experiment can be found in the references above.

d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

are the corresponding inclusive cross sections

computed using the GFMC and SF methods as described
in Sec. II.

The fractional contribution of the axial form factor
to the one-body piece of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged
cross section is determined by including only pure axial
and axial-vector interference terms in the cross section
and shown in Fig. 3. These pure axial and axial-vector
interference terms account for half or more of the to-
tal one-body cross section for most Tµ and cos ✓µ, which
emphasizes the need for an accurate determination of the
nucleon axial form factor.

Figures 4 and 5 show the GFMC and SF predictions for
MiniBooNE and T2K, respectively, including the break-
down into one-body and two-body contributions. For
these comparisons we use the D2 Meyer et al. z expan-
sion for FA. Two features of the calculations should be
noted before discussing the results of these comparisons.
First, the uncertainty bands in the SF come only from the
axial form factor, while the GFMC error bands include
axial form factor uncertainties as well as a combination
of GFMC statistical errors and uncertainties associated
with the maximum-entropy inversion. Secondly, the axial
form factor enters into the SF only in the one-body term,
in contrast to the GFMC prediction where it enters into
both the one-body and one and two-body interference
term.

Below in Table I we quantify the di↵erences between
GFMC and SF predictions for both MiniBooNE and
T2K. The percent di↵erence in the di↵erential cross sec-
tions at each model’s peak are shown. The GFMC predic-
tions are up to 20% larger in backwards angle regions for
MiniBooNE and 13% larger for T2K in the same back-
ward region. The agreement between GFMC and SF
predictions is better at more forward angles but a 5-10%
di↵erence persists.
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MiniBooNE 0.2 < cos ✓µ < 0.3 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.8 < cos ✓µ < 0.9
SF Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 16.3 17.1 9.3

GFMC Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 18.6 17.1 12.2

T2K 0.0 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.80 < cos ✓µ < 0.85 0.94 < cos ✓µ < 0.98
SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.3 8.2 3.3

GFMC di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.8 8.0 4.6

TABLE II. Percent increase in d�
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak between predictions using LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.

z expansion versus D2 Meyer et al. z expansion nucleon axial form factor results.

FIG. 7. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for MiniBooNE. The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in
three bins of cos ✓µ with the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion FA in blue, as well as the LQCD Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion
FA in green. The dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0 GeV is shown without uncertainties as a black line. The lower
panel shows GFMC predictions using the same set of axial form factors, although in the GFMC case systematic uncertainties
including those arising from inversion of the Euclidean response functions are included in all results and the MA = 1.0 GeV
dipole form factor results are therefore shown as a black band.

dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
parameterizations of C

A

5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion. One can see that

the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
the cross section across the whole phase space, with sig-
nificantly more enhancement in the bins of low cos ✓µ

corresponding to backward angles and higher Q
2. This

is quantified in Table II, which shows the percentage dif-
ference in the peak values of d�

dTµd cos ✓µ
for the LQCD

and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.

To investigate the sensitivity of the flux-averaged dif-
ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
tor, derivatives of the MiniBooNE cross section with re-
spect to the model-independent z expansion parameters
ak are computed as described in Sec. III A. Figure 9
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EXPONENTIAL SCALING
Green’s function Monte Carlo uses all spin-isospin components of the wave function
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HOW TO TACKLE LARGER NUCLEI? 



The auxiliary-field diffusion Monte Carlo method can treat 16O sampling the spin-isospin

BEYOND 12C: AFDMC AND MACHINE LEARNING

We developed the AFDMC to allow for the calculation of Euclidean response functions

4He 16O

N. Rocco, AL et al., in preparation
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BEYOND 12C: AFDMC AND MACHINE LEARNING

K. Raghavan, AL, al., PRC 103, 035502 (2021)
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R̂(!n! )

<latexit sha1_base64="v7PW/tlZCcWQXFplKME3iUDPHEU=">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</latexit>

f(!1)

<latexit sha1_base64="VRbJDl3QmHSOibb40FKRq0/9Zpo=">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</latexit>

f(!n! )

<latexit sha1_base64="pW70q24uruotN3XAGvnEhCloOWw=">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</latexit>

Ê(⌧1)

<latexit sha1_base64="dkRgHxXgUxzZR4OUXtD70HVwD14=">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</latexit>

Ê(⌧n⌧ )

<latexit sha1_base64="KMr2WsJ9pZy/XerciRbDUT0sgQY=">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</latexit>

�1,n⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="X+pfUTut/D/TPs0HXNw2+QPgzyc=">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</latexit>

�n⌧ ,n⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="ybgsjoUYQh5hubmhcR6UAoKXk34=">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</latexit>

�n⌧ ,1

<latexit sha1_base64="DFk8Q//4KJ+rCyNUWAddNiG3hA4=">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</latexit>

�1,1

<latexit sha1_base64="LrqhX+5TP/jMjI2Jq4byknUAcAk=">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</latexit>

G(⌧1)

<latexit sha1_base64="SI0oxyHSWwaBdT6rcLETCYvLBc8=">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</latexit>

G(⌧n⌧ )

23
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8

FIG. 6: Comparison between the Phys-NN and MaxEnt reconstructions for the one-peak dataset. The top row
displays the response functions and the bottom row the corresponding Euclidean responses.

FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 6 for the two-peaks dataset.

possible to the original ones, we observe a much smaller
spread of 1�R

2
R

and SR values compared with MaxEnt.
This behavior, which is exhibited across the one-peak,
two-peak, and combined datasets, provides additional
support for Phys-NN’s reconstruction performance.

Because the historic MaxEnt algorithm is based on �
2
E

minimization, the resulting distributions of �
2
E

for both
the one-peak dataset and the two-peak dataset are nar-
row and centered on one. The spread associated with
the Phys-NN results is larger. To investigate correlations
between �

2
E

and SR, in Fig. 5 we show scatter plots for
the one-peak and two-peak datasets. Some correlation is
visible in the Phys-NN results, displayed in the top two
panels, especially for the two-peak dataset. Conversely,

the MaxEnt scatter plots show no correlation between
�

2
E

and SR, since the �
2
E

values are relatively constant
around one, even for widely di↵erent SR. The correla-
tions between �

2
E

and 1�R
2
R

exhibit an almost identical
pattern and are thus not included here.

Direct comparison of Phys-NN and MaxEnt outputs
is presented in Fig. 6, where we display the Phys-NN
best (left panels), average (central panels), and worst
(right panels) reconstructed response functions, accord-
ing to the SR values of the Phys-NN results, and the
corresponding Euclidean responses from the one-peak
dataset. Here, the training is performed on the com-
bined dataset, to better test whether Phys-NN is able
to learn how to simultaneously reconstruct one-peak and

24K. Raghavan, AL, al., PRC 103, 035502 (2021)



We developed an artificial-neural network approach suitable to invert the Laplace transform that:

BEYOND 12C: AFDMC AND MACHINE LEARNING

• Provides robust estimates of the uncertainty of the inversion; 

K. Raghavan, AL, in preparation)25
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HOW TO TACKLE (EVEN) LARGER NUCLEI? 

<latexit sha1_base64="Rs7r1zZCEWdTl5LuP59gRTCeBU4=">AAACGnicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xfVY9egkPwNFrx6+BhIIjHCfuCtZQ0TbdsaVqSVBi1f4cX/xUvHhTxJl78b8y2HnTzQcjjvfcj+T0/YVQqy/o2SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9o65u9eWcSowaeGYxaLrI0kY5aSlqGKkmwiCIp+Rjj+6nvideyIkjXlTjRPiRqjPaUgxUlryTPvBaUjqNR2BeJ8R6EgaQScRceBl9GqY3+hrmOvQgBYRz6xaNWsKuEjsglRBgYZnfjpBjNOIcIUZkrJnW4lyMyQUxYzkFSeVJEF4hPqkpylHEZFuNl0th0daCWAYC324glP190SGIinHka+TEVIDOe9NxP+8XqrCSzejPEkV4Xj2UJgyqGI46QkGVBCs2FgThAXVf4V4gATCSrdZ0SXY8ysvkvZJzT6vnd2dVutWUUcZHIBDcAxscAHq4BY0QAtg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+JhFS0Yxsw/+wPj6AWrRobM=</latexit>

| T i ⇠
Y

i<j

Fij |�i

<latexit sha1_base64="65xLBFUxGBKyaTkiLwfGycykoFU=">AAACH3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9egkWoCGVXtHrwUBDEY4W+oFuWbJq2aZPskmSFsvafePGvePGgiHjrvzFt96CtAyHDzHwk3wQRo0o7zsTKrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7e/b+QV2FscSkhkMWymaAFGFUkJqmmpFmJAniASONYHg79RuPRCoaiqoeRaTNUU/QLsVIG8m3S09eRVG/6kkkeoxAT1EOCy48MyzmfkJvBuM7cw3GpybZp2nOt/NO0ZkBLhM3JXmQouLb314nxDEnQmOGlGq5TqTbCZKaYkbGOS9WJEJ4iHqkZahAnKh2MttvDE+M0oHdUJojNJypvycSxJUa8cAkOdJ9tehNxf+8Vqy71+2EiijWROD5Q92YQR3CaVmwQyXBmo0MQVhS81eI+0girE2lOVOCu7jyMqmfF91S8fLhIl920jqy4AgcgwJwwRUog3tQATWAwTN4Be/gw3qx3qxP62sezVjpzCH4A2vyAzZ8onI=</latexit>

| T i ⇠ (1 +
X

i<j

Fij)|�i

GFMC

AFDMC



NEURAL NETWORK QUANTUM STATES
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<latexit sha1_base64="zcQb5g9etLj73YFtRHwvizF93a8=">AAAB+XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKiRSql0IBSl0WcE+oA1lMp22QyeTMDMplNA/ceNCEbf+iTv/xmlaweeBC4dz7uXee4KYM6Vd993Kra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B/bhUUtFiSS0SSIeyU6AFeVM0KZmmtNOLCkOA07bweRm4benVCoWiTs9i6kf4pFgQ0awNlLftlEd9RqKoWtUy0jfLrpOxfUqZQ/9Jp7jZijCCo2+/dYbRCQJqdCEY6W6nhtrP8VSM8LpvNBLFI0xmeAR7RoqcEiVn2aXz9GZUQZoGElTQqNM/TqR4lCpWRiYzhDrsfrpLcS/vG6ih1d+ykScaCrIctEw4UhHaBEDGjBJieYzQzCRzNyKyBhLTLQJq2BC+PwU/U9aF45Xdkq3pWK1toojDydwCufgwSVUoQ4NaAKBKdzDIzxZqfVgPVsvy9actZo5hm+wXj8AL3CSHw==</latexit>

H = E 
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The majority of quantum states of physical interest 
have distinctive features and intrinsic structures

Hilbert Space

Physical States

Mean-field

NEURAL-NETWORK QUANTUM STATES
 Artificial neural networks can compactly 
represent complex high-dimensional functions;

<latexit sha1_base64="0IiyYVIKMU76AGSfPvLbR93Pycw=">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</latexit>

 0(X) ' hX| ̂(p)i ⌘  ̂(X,p)

• ANNs trained minimizing the energy

• MCMC used to sample the Hilbert space

<latexit sha1_base64="1W2RPfd2J9+pXUTGzMf97Ihf/ck=">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</latexit>

E(p) =
h ̂(p)|H| ̂(p)i
h ̂(p)| ̂(p)i

<latexit sha1_base64="lgL/fyi7lFwSB/MRZWZvQgrWlc4=">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</latexit>

E(p) '
X

X⇠| (X)|2

hX|H| ̂(p)i
hX| ̂(p)i
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 The ANN variational state is a product of mean-field state modulated by a flexible correlator factor 

• The mean-field part is a Slater 
determinants of single-particle orbitals 

NEURAL SLATER-JASTROW ANSATZ
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• Each orbital is a FFNN that takes as 
input

• The Jastrow is a permutation-invariant 
function of the single-particle coordinates
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Abstract

Recent work on the representation of functions
on sets has considered the use of summation in
a latent space to enforce permutation invariance.
In particular, it has been conjectured that the di-
mension of this latent space may remain fixed
as the cardinality of the sets under consideration
increases. However, we demonstrate that the ana-
lysis leading to this conjecture requires mappings
which are highly discontinuous and argue that this
is only of limited practical use. Motivated by this
observation, we prove that an implementation of
this model via continuous mappings (as provided
by e.g. neural networks or Gaussian processes)
actually imposes a constraint on the dimensional-
ity of the latent space. Practical universal function
representation for set inputs can only be achieved
with a latent dimension at least the size of the
maximum number of input elements.

1. Introduction

Machine learning models have had great success in taking
advantage of structure in their input spaces: recurrent neural
networks are popular models for sequential data (Sutskever
et al., 2014) and convolutional neural networks are the state-
of-the-art for many image-based problems (He et al., 2016).
Recently, however, models for unstructured inputs in the
form of sets have rapidly gained attention (Ravanbakhsh
et al., 2016; Zaheer et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2017a; Lee et al.,
2018; Murphy et al., 2018; Korshunova et al., 2018).

Importantly, a range of machine learning problems can nat-
urally be formulated in terms of sets; e.g. parsing a scene
composed of a set of objects (Eslami et al., 2016; Kosiorek
et al., 2018), making predictions from a set of points form-
ing a 3D point cloud (Qi et al., 2017a;b), or training a set
of agents in reinforcement learning (Sunehag et al., 2017).

*Equal contribution 1Department of Engineering Science, Uni-
versity of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom. Correspondence to:
<{ed, fabian, martin}@robots.ox.ac.uk>.

Proceedings of the 36 th
International Conference on Machine

Learning, Long Beach, California, PMLR 97, 2019. Copyright
2019 by the author(s).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the model structure proposed in
several works (Zaheer et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2017a) for
representing permutation-invariant functions. The sum op-
eration enforces permutation invariance for the model as a
whole. � and ⇢ can be implemented by e.g. neural networks.

Furthermore, attention-based models perform a weighted
summation of a set of features (Vaswani et al., 2017; Lee
et al., 2018). Hence, understanding the mathematical prop-
erties of set-based models is valuable both in terms of set-
structured applications as well as better understanding the
capabilities and limitations of attention-based models.

Many popular machine learning models, including neural
networks and Gaussian processes, are fundamentally based
on vector inputs1 rather than set inputs. In order to adapt
these models for use with sets, we must enforce the property
of permutation invariance, i.e. the output of the model must
not change if the inputs are reordered. Multiple authors, in-
cluding Ravanbakhsh et al. (2016), Zaheer et al. (2017) and
Qi et al. (2017a), have considered enforcing this property
using a technique which we term sum-decomposition, illus-
trated in Figure 1. Mathematically speaking, we say that a
function f defined on sets of size M is sum-decomposable

via Z if there are functions � : R ! Z and ⇢ : Z ! R such
that2

f(X) = ⇢
�
⌃x2X�(x)

�
(1)

We refer to Z here as the latent space. Since summa-
tion is permutation-invariant, a sum-decomposition is also
permutation-invariant. Ravanbakhsh et al. (2016), Zaheer
et al. (2017) and Qi et al. (2017b) have also considered
the idea of enforcing permutation invariance using other
operations, e.g. max(·). In this paper we concentrate on a
detailed analysis of sum-decomposition, but some of the lim-
itations we discuss also apply when max(·) is used instead
of summation.

1Or inputs of higher rank, i.e. matrices and tensors.
2We use R here for brevity – see Definition 2.2 for the fully

general definition.
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Wagstaff et al., arXiv:1901.09006 (2019)

Zaheer et al., arXiv:1703.06114 (2017)



STOCHASTIC RECONFIGURATION
The ANN is trained by performing an imaginary-time evolution in the variational manifold

30
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p⌧+�⌧ = p⌧ � ⌘(S⌧ + ✏I)�1g⌧

The gradient is supplemented by the quantum Fisher Information pre-conditioner

S. Sorella, Phys. Rev. B 64, 024512 (2001)
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ADAPTIVE STOCHASTIC RECONFIGURATION
We use an adaptive learning rate with 10-7 < η < 10-2 . It yields robust convergence patterns for all the 
nuclei and regulator choices that we have analyzed 
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C. Adams, AL, et al, PRL 127, 022502 (2021)



To further elucidate the quality of the ANN wave function we consider the point-nucleon density
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C. Adams, AL, et al, PRL 127, 022502 (2021)



COMPARISON WITH QUANTUM MONTE CARLO
• The ANN Slater Jastrow ansatz outperforms conventional Jastrow correlations
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• Remaining differences with the GFMC are due to deficiencies in the Slater-Jastrow ansatz

C. Adams, AL, et al, PRL 127, 022502 (2021)
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 SJ(X) = eJ(X)�(X)



Visible orbitals on visible coordinates Visible orbitals on hidden coordinates

Hidden orbitals on visible coordinates Hidden orbitals on hidden coordinates

HIDDEN NUCLEONS
The “hidden fermion” approach was recently introduced to model fermion wave functions
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HIDDEN NUCLEONS
The “hidden fermion” approach was recently introduced to model fermion wave functions
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FIG. 1. Convergence of the SR algorithm for 3He (upper
panel) and 3H (lower panel) with the original (blue solid cir-
cles) and RMSProp-like (orange solid circles) diagonal shifts.
The ANN-SJ and the HH energies of Ref. [29] are displayed
by the purple dashed and solid green lines, respectively.

III. RESULTS

We begin our analysis comparing the performances of
the original SR method with the version that includes
the RMSProp-inspired diagonal shift in the Fisher-
information matrix. In Fig. 1, we show the convergence
of the ground-state energy of 3He (upper panel) and 3H
(lower panel) as obtained with Ah = 3 hidden nucle-
ons — the minimal number that guarantees an exact an-
swer for this nucleus — and the positive-parity ansatz of
Eq. (5). The blue solid circles, corresponding to the en-
ergies obtained using the RMSProp-like regularization,
are noticeably closer to the numerically-exact HH result
of Ref. [28] than those obtained with the original version
of the SR algorithm. The fact that the SR-RMSProp
estimates are less scattered that the SR ones is another
indication of the better minima found by new version of
the algorithm. Most notably, independent of the particu-
lar regularization choice, both the SR and SR-RMSProp
energies are appreciably lower than the ANN-SJ value
reported in Ref. [29].

Because of its superior training performances with re-
spect to the original version of the algorithm, in the re-
mainder of the paper we will only show results obtained
with the SR-RMSProp minimizer. The convergence of
the 4He ground-state energy computed with Ah = 4
hidden nucleons is in displayed in Fig. 2. The parity-
conserving wave function  P

HN
(R,S) is outperformed

by  PT

HN
(R,S), which additionally preserves the time-

reversal symmetry. Both of them provide significantly
better energies than the original ANN-SJ model, as
they can improve the nodal surface of the single-particle
Slater determinant. More importantly,  PT

HN
(R,S) pro-

vides a variational energy that is consistent with the
numerically-exact HH estimate of Ref. [29]. It has to
be noted that  P

HN
(R,S) can in principle converge to

the exact energy, even with Ah = 4 hidden nucleons,
but it requires wider (or deeper) ANN architectures. To
prove this point, in the lower panel of Fig. 2 we show the
training of  P

HN
(R,S) with Ah = 4 in which the num-

FIG. 2. Upper panel: 4He ground-state energy convergence
with the ansatz that conserves parity (blue solid circles) and
parity plus time reversal (orange solid circles). The ANN-SJ
and the HH ground-state energies of Ref. [29] are displayed by
the purple dashed and solid green lines, respectively. Lower
panel: Convergence of the parity-conserving ansatz utilizing
a wider ANN than in the upper panel.

4He

AL, et al., Phys.Rev.Res. 4 (2022) 4, 043178
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ber of nodes in the hidden layers in �F and ⇢F has been
increased from 16 to 24. After about 4800 optimization
steps, the parity-conserving ansatz yields energies that
are consistent with the HH method. Nevertheless, our
results indicate that enforcing time-reversal symmetry is
e↵ective in reducing the training time and augment the
expressivity of the hidden-nucleon ANN architecture.

Neural-network quantum states applications to nuclear
systems have so far been limited to light nuclei, with
up to A = 6 nucleons [26, 28, 29]. Here, we signifi-
cantly extend the reach of this methods by computing the
ground-state of 16O utilizing the hidden-nucleon ansatz.
In Ref. [31], the AFDMC method has been employed to
study this nucleus using as input the LO pionless-EFT
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1). The AFDMC trial wave function
takes the factorized form  T (R,S) ⌘ hRS|F|�i. The
Slater determinant of single-particle orbitals �(R,S) de-
termines the long-range behavior of the wave function.
The correlation operator is expressed as

F =
⇣ Y

i<j<k

F c

ijk

⌘⇣Y

i<j

F c

ij

⌘⇣
1 +

X

i<j

F op

ij

⌘
(8)

The spin-isospin independent three-body correlations
F c

ijk
act on all triplets of nucleons. Similarly, the cen-

tral two-body Jastrow F c

ij
is applied to all nucleon pairs,

while the spin-isospin dependent term, F op

ij
, appears in

a linearized form [47]. This approximation reduces the
computational cost of evaluating  T (R,S) from expo-
nential to polynomial in A but makes the trial wave func-
tion non extensive: if the system is split in two (or more)
subsets of particles that are separated from each other,
the F does not factorize into a product of two factors
in such a way that only particles belonging to the same
subset are correlated. As a consequence, the correlation
operator of Eq. (8) becomes less e↵ective for nuclei larger
than 16O, preventing the applicability of the AFDMC
method to medium-mass nuclei.

The AFDMC projects out the ground-state of the sys-
tem from the starting trial wave function performing an
evolution in imaginary time ⌧

| 0i / lim
⌧!1

| (⌧)i = e�H⌧ | T i . (9)

The fermion-sign problem is mitigated by means of the
constrained-path approximation, which essentially lim-
its the imaginary-time propagation to regions where the
propagated and trial wave functions have a positive over-
lap [16]. Contrary to the fixed-node approximation, the
constrained-path approximation does provide an upper
bound to the true ground-state energy of the system [48].
The accuracy of the trial wave function is critical to re-
duce this bias, as the constrained-path approximation
becomes exact when the trial wave function is coincides
with the ground-state one.

In Fig. 3, we display the ground-state energy of 16O as
a function of the number of hidden nucleons Ah for the
parity and time-reversal conserving ansatz of Eq. (6). For
comparison, the VMC energy of 16O obtained with the

FIG. 3. Ground-state energy of 16O as a function of the num-
ber of hidden nucleons Ah (solid blue points). The VMC
and AFDMC energies — the latter taken from Ref. [31] —
are shown by the green-dashed and orange solid lines. The
shaded areas represent the Monte Carlo statistical uncertain-
ties.

correlation operator of Eq. (8) is represented in Fig. 3
by the dashed green line, while the shaded area is the
Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty. The solid horizontal
line and the shaded area indicate the constrained-path
AFDMC energy and its statistical uncertainty as listed
in Ref. [31]. Already for Ah = 2, the hidden-nucleon wave
function matches the VMC value. By further increasing
Ah, the variational energy lowers until it becomes consis-
tent with the AFDMC value, within error bars, demon-
strating the accuracy of the hidden-nucleon ansatz even
in the p-shell region.

Unless a forward-walk propagation is used [49, 50],
within di↵usion Monte Carlo methods, expectation val-

FIG. 4. Point nucleon density of 16O as obtained with the
hidden nucleon ansatz (solid blue circles) compared with the
perturbatively-corrected AFDMC estimates of Eq. (10).

16O 16O

AL, et al., Phys.Rev.Res. 4 (2022) 4, 043178

We extend the reach of neural quantum states to 16O

In addition to its ground-state energy, we evaluate the point-nucleon density of 16O with Ah=16

HIDDEN NUCLEONS



DILUTE NEUTRON MATTER
We have introduced a periodic hidden-nucleons ansatz to model low-density neutron matter

B. Fore, J. Kim, AL, arXiv:2212.04436 [nucl-th]38
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slightly larger than the experimental value of �18.9(4)
fm, see [41] and references therein, while the e↵ective
range is well reproduced. The Hamiltonian also contains
a repulsive three-body force that ensures the stability of
nuclei.

We approximate the ground-state solution of the nu-
clear many-body problem with an NQS ansatz that be-
longs to the hidden-fermion family [42], recently general-
ized to continuum Hilbert spaces and applied to atomic
nuclei in Ref. [29]. In addition to the visible spatial and
spin coordinates of the A neutrons, R = {r1 . . . rA} and
S = {sz1 . . . szA}, the Hilbert space contains fictitious Ah

hidden-nucleon degrees of freedom. In this work we use
Ah = A = 14 so that the system is as flexible as possi-
ble, but in practice we have also found using as few as
8 hidden nucleons gives very similar results. The wave
function can be conveniently expressed in a block matrix
form as

 HN (R,S) ⌘ det


�v(R,S) �v(Rh, Sh)
�h(R,S) �h(Rh, Sh)

�
. (1)

As in Ref. [29], �v(R,S) is the A ⇥ A matrix represent-
ing visible single-particle orbitals computed on the visible
coordinates while the Ah ⇥ Ah matrix �h(Rh, Sh) yields
the amplitudes of hidden orbitals evaluated on the co-
ordinates of the Ah hidden nucleons. Finally, �h(R,S)
and �v(Rh, Sh) are Ah ⇥ A and A ⇥ Ah matrices giving
the amplitudes of hidden orbitals on visible coordinates
and visible orbitals on hidden coordinates, respectively.
All the above matrices are expressed in terms of deep
neural networks with di↵erentiable activation functions
— see Ref. [29] for additional details. To respect the
Pauli principle, the coordinates of the hidden nucleons
must be permutation-invariant functions of the visible
ones. We enforce this symmetry by using a Deep-Sets
architecture [43, 44] with logsumexp pooling. Addition-
ally, the discrete parity and time reversal symmetries, are
enforced in the same manner as Ref. [29].

Inspired by the success of quantum-chemistry NQS [32,
33], we augment the flexibility of the ansatz by perform-
ing a generalized backflow transformation to the visi-
ble coordinates of the hidden-nucleon matrix: (R,S) !
(R̃, S̃). We use the Deep-Sets architecture again to en-
force fermion anti-symmetry

(r̃i, s̃
z

i
) = ⇢bf

⇣
ri, s

z

i
, log

⇣X

j

exp(�bf(rj , s
z

j
)
⌘⌘

. (2)

To further augment the expressivity, separate ⇢bf and
�bf neural networks are used for each of the A visible
coordinates.

We simulate infinite neutron matter using 14 particles
in a box with periodic boundary conditions. Following
Ref. [45], the latter are imposed by mapping the spatial
coordinates onto periodic functions by

ri !
✓
sin

✓
2⇡ri
L

◆
, cos

✓
2⇡ri
L

◆◆
(3)

which ensures the wave function is continuous and di↵er-
entiable at the box boundary. Here L is the size of the
simulation periodic box, and the sin and cos functions
are applied element-wise to ri. Finite-size e↵ects due
to the tail corrections of two- and three-body potentials
are accounted for by summing the contributions given by
neighboring cells to the simulation box [46].

Evaluating the expectation values of quantum mechan-
ical operators, including the Hamiltonian, requires car-
rying out multi-dimensional integration over the spatial
and spin coordinates of the neutrons. To this aim, we
exploit Monte Carlo quadrature and sample R and S
from | HN (R,S)|2 using the Metropolis-Hastings algo-
rithm [47] — additional details can be found in the sup-
plemental material of Ref. [27]. The best variational
parameters defining the NQS are found by minimiz-
ing the system’s energy, which we carry out using the
R(oot)M(ean)S(quared)Prop(agation)-enhanced version
of the stochastic-reconfiguration optimization method in-
troduced in Ref. [29].

Results and discussion. We first benchmark the ex-
pressivity of the hidden-nucleon NQS for periodic sys-
tems by comparing the energy per particle of infinite
neutron matter against “conventional” variational Monte
Carlo (VMC), and both constrained-path and AFDMC
results. The variational wave function used in state-of-
the-art neutron-matter studies, see for example [7, 21],
contains a spin-independent Jastrow factor that multi-
plies a Slater determinant augmented by spin-dependent
backflow correlations. The constrained-path approxi-
mation, commonly employed to alleviate the AFDMC
fermion-sign problem [19], brings about a bias in the
ground-state energy estimate [6, 21]. Exact results can be
obtained by performing unconstrained propagations, but
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FIG. 1. NQS training data in neutron matter at ⇢ = 0.04
fm�3 (data points) compared with Hartree-Fock (dotted line),
conventional VMC (dashed line), constrained-path ADMC
(dash-dotted line) and unconstrained-path ADMC results
(solid line).

The NQS ansatz converges to the 
unconstrained AFDMC energy, using a 
fraction of the computing time

• NQS: 100 hours on NVIDIA-A100 

• AFDMC: 1.2 million hours on Intel-
KNL 

The hidden-nucleon ansatz captures 
the overwhelming majority of the 
correlation energy
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the backflow transformation, which transforms single-particle coordinates ri 2 Rd (black
dots, top left) to quasi-particle coordinates �ri 2 Cd via the MPNN (black/white dots for real/imaginary part, top right).
The MPNN constructs an initial graph that consists of an initial feature vector (dark grey) and a hidden state (green). This
graph is then transformed via messages, defined in Eq. 7, to another graph consisting of the initial feature vectors and an
updated hidden state (indicated by di↵erent coloring). After the final iteration, the node states are linearly transformed to

the quasi-particle positions �ri = W · h(T )
i , which now contain information about all particles (D is the dimension of the last

graph’s nodes).

orbitals are a natural choice: �k(r) = exp [ik · r] with
k = 2⇡

L
n where n 2 Zd. To take into account spin, we use

the spin-orbitals �µ(r, s) = �kµ(r)�sµ,s, where s denotes
the spin of the particle at position r, and each spin-orbital
is characterized by the quantum numbers µ = (kµ, sµ).
This choice of orbitals allows us to fix the total momen-
tum of the system ktot =

P
N

i=1 ki. Furthermore, the
choice of orbitals allows us to factorize the determinant
into a product of determinants of up and down spin or-
bitals.

D. MP-NQS for the Electron Gas

To specialize the MP-NQS architecture to the HEG,
we only need to define the initial feature vectors. Since
the HEG is invariant under continuous translations and
spin inversion, we do not input single-particle informa-
tion (single-particle positions/spins) to the initial node
features. Instead, we use a learnable embedding vector
e 2 RD1 , that does not depend on the particle index i.
For the edge features, we use the translation invariant
particle-distances rij = ri � rj and their norm. To dis-
tinguish same- and opposite-spin pairs without breaking
the spin-inversion symmetry of the problem, we input
products of the form si · sj = ±1 to the edge features.

Overall, we get the following initial feature vectors:

x(0)
i

= e (15)

x(0)
ij

= [rij , krijk, si · sj ]. (16)

Notice that with this choice, the resulting backflow coor-
dinate yi preserves the spin quantum number si of the
particle i exactly.

To respect the PBCs of the simulation box, we apply
the method introduced in Ref. [21]. The components of
a vector r 2 Rd (where r can represent a single-particle
position vector ri or a distance vector rij) are mapped
to a Fourier basis r 7!

⇥
sin

�
2⇡
L
r
�
, cos

�
2⇡
L
r
�⇤

2 R2d and
the norm of the distance between two particles krijk is
replaced with a periodic surrogate krijk 7!

��sin
�
⇡

L
rij

���.
In sum, our Ansatz allows us to fix the total momen-

tum ktot, while being translation invariant and respecting
spin-inversion symmetry. Furthermore, the MP-NQS can
change the nodal surface with a number of variational pa-
rameters independent of the system size. The variational
Ansatz for the HEG uses around ⇠ 19000 variational pa-
rameters and can be trained within O(103) optimization
steps while reaching state-of-the-art accuracy. A detailed
comparison to other existing NQS approaches is given in
Appendix C.

G. Pescia, et al., 2305.08831 [cond-mat.quant-gas]
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In addition to energies and single-particle densities, we can compute electroweak properties

6Li

A. Gnech, AL, in preparation
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In addition to energies and single-particle densities, we can compute electroweak properties
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Even with just one hidden-nucleon we do better than AFDMC for medium-mass nuclei

40Ca

NUCLEI WITH MPNN



CONCLUSIONS
Neural network quantum states are extending the reach of conventional QMC methods

• Favorable scaling with the number of fermions;

• Universal and accurate approximations for fermion wave functions; 

• Suitable for confined and periodic systems; 

44

• Scalable to leadership-class hybrid CPU/GPU computers 
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• Relevant for: lepton-nucleus scattering, fusion, and collective neutrino oscillation; 

• Access “real-time” dynamics: the prototypal exponentially-hard problem in many-body theory
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